Background: Producing cost-effective haplotype-resolved personal genomes remains 15 challenging. 10x Linked-Read sequencing, with its high base quality and long-range information, 16 has been demonstrated to facilitate de novo assembly of human genomes and variant detection.
extracted from ca. 1 million cultured NA12878 cells using the Gentra Puregene Blood Kit 137 following manufacturer's instructions (Qiagen, Cat. No 158467) . The GEMs were divided into 3 138 tubes with 5%, 20%, and 75% to generate libraries 
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Linked-Reads subsampling 158
The high sequencing coverage in the libraries allowed subsampling to facilitate the matching of 159 parameters among the different libraries, for purposes of comparability; these subsampled 160 Linked-Read sets are denoted ܴ ௗ (Figure 1) . We aligned the 10x Linked-Reads to human 161 reference genome (hg38, GRCh38 Reference 2.1.0 from 10x website) followed by removing 162 PCR duplication by barcode-aware analysis in Long Ranger [21] . Original input DNA fragments 163 were inferred by collecting the read-pairs with the same barcode that were aligned in proximity 164 to each other. A fragment was terminated if the distance between two consecutive reads with 165 the identical barcode larger than 50kb. Fragments were required to have at least two read pairs 166 with the same barcode and a length of at least 2 kb. Partitions with fewer than three fragments 167 were removed. We subsampled short-reads for each fragment to satisfy the expected C R .
169
Generating 10x simulated libraries by LRTK-SIM 170
To compare the observations from real data with a known truth set, we developed LRTK-SIM, a 171 simulator that follows the workflow of the 10x Chromium system and generates synthetic shearing each haplotype with multiple copies into pieces whose lengths were sampled from an 189 exponential distribution with mean of ߤ ி . These fragments were then allocated to pseudo-190 partitions, and all the fragments within each partition were assigned the same barcode. The 191 number of fragments for each partition was randomly picked from a Poisson distribution with 192 mean of N F/P . Finally, paired-end short reads were generated according to C R and replaced the 193 first 16bp of the reads from forward strand to the assigned barcodes followed by 7 Ns. More 194 information about implementation can be found in Supplementary Information. From that 195 diploid genome, Linked-Read datasets were generated that varied in C R , C F and values, N F/P does not appear to influence assembly quality ( Figure S10) . In total, we generated 199 17 simulated Linked-Read datasets to explore the overall parameter space ( Table S2- 
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Human genome diploid assembly and evaluation 203
The scaffolds were generated by the "pseudohap2" output of Supernova2, which explicitly 204 generated two haploid scaffolds, simultaneously. Contigs were generated by breaking the 205 scaffolds if at least 10 consecutive 'N's appeared, per definition by Supernova2. For the 206 simulations of human chromosome 19, we used the scaffolds from the "megabubbles" output.
207
Contig and scaffold N50 and NA50 were used to evaluate assembly quality. Contigs longer than 208 500bp were aligned to hg38 by Minimap2 [29] . We calculated contig NA50 on the basis of contig 209 misassemblies reported by . For scaffolds (longer than 1kb), we calculated the 210 NA50 following Assemblathon 1's procedure [31] (Supplementary Information).
212
Genomic variant calls from diploid assembly 213
We compared single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and structural variants ( 
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Performance of diploid assembly: influence of total coverage Diploid assembly by Linked-
231
Reads requires sufficient total read coverage (C=C R ×C F ) to generate long contigs and scaffolds.
232
In this experiment, to explore the roles of both physical coverage (C F ) and per-fragment read 233 coverage (C R ), we first generated eight simulated libraries whose total coverage C ranged from 234 16x to 78x: four with C R fixed and increasing C F and four with fixed C F , and increasing C R (Table   235   S2 ). Contig and scaffold N50s increased along with increasing either C F or C R (Figure 2A and 236 2B). To investigate whether the trend was also present in the real datasets, we analyzed six real 237 libraries (three by varying C F , and the other three by varying C R ; Figure 1) : as C increased, we 238 varied C F and C R independently by fixing the other parameter. Contig and scaffold N50s also 239 increased in these simulation (Figure 2C and 2D) and real linked-read sets (Figure 2E and 2F) 240 as a function of total coverage C. Contig lengths did increase a little (621.4kb to 758.1kb for 241 simulation; 110.7kb to 119.6kb for real data) when C was increased beyond 56X. Accuracy,
242
which we define as the ratio between NA50 (N50 after breaking contigs or scaffolds at assembly 243 errors) and N50 (Figure 2C and 2E) , changed 18% for simulation and 7% for real data (587.5kb 244 to 713.3kb for simulation; 97.1kb to 104.5kb for real data). For scaffolds in the real data sets,
, both scaffold N50 and NA50 were significantly 246 improved (N50: 13.4Mb to 30.6Mb; NA50: 6.3Mb to 12.0Mb), but the accuracy dropped slightly 247 from 46.6% to 39.1%, which indicated that scaffold accuracy may be refractory to extremely 248 high C (Figure 2F) . These results indicated that assembly length and accuracy were 249 comparable over a broad range of C F and C R at constant C, which implied that assembly quality Table S5 ).
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Overlapping the diploid regions from the assemblies of the same individual revealed that 50.24%
298
and 67.27% of the genome for NA12878 and NA24385 (Figure S13) , respectively, were diploid 299 in all the three assemblies. NA12878 was lower because of the low percentage of diploid 300 regions in assembly ܴ ( 
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These observations were consistent with heterozygous variants being enriched in certain 303 genomic segments, in which two haplotypes were more easily differentiated by Supernova2.
304
Phase block lengths were mainly determined by total coverage C and increased in real data 305 with increasing fragment length (Figure S14, Table S6 ).
307
Performance of diploid assembly: quality of variant calls. The ultimate goal of human 308 genome assembly is to accurately identify genomic variants. We compared the SNVs and SVs 309 from our assemblies with the calls from referenced-based processing of standard Illumina and 310 10x data, and benchmarked them using gold standard from Genome in a Bottle and PacBio
311
CCS reads. We found the SNVs from referenced-based processing of standard Illumina and 312 10x data were comparable and both of them were better than assembly-based calls ( Table S7 and S8) For SVs, our assemblies generated many calls that were missed by the reference-314 based strategy (Table S9 -S12) and even by the Tier 1 benchmark of Genome in a Bottle (Table   315 S13), and half of the deletions and a majority of insertions could be validated by PacBio CCS 316 reads ( Table S14 ).
318
Discussion
319
In this study, we investigated human diploid assembly using 10x Linked-Read sequencing data 
341
Our results showed that in practice, C F should be between 335X and 823X, but no larger than 342 1000X, given the optimal coverage of C=56X recommended by 10x and the requirement for 343 sufficient per-fragment read coverage. Surprisingly, we observed that including more extremely 344 long fragments was detrimental for assembly quality. This is possibly due to the loss of barcode 345 specificity for fragments spanning repetitive sequences. From a computational perspective, too 346 many long fragments are harmful to deconvolving the de bruijn graph, as more complex paths 347 need to be picked out. In our experiments, Wߤ ி between 50kb and 150kb is the best choice to 348 generate reliable assemblies.
350
Parameters driving assembly quality 351
Our results regarding assembly quality, and the 10x parameters that influence it, may be useful 352 for efforts in which de novo assemblies are important for generation of an initial reference 353 sequence. We show that maximization of N50 does not necessarily reflect assembly quality, 354 which we were able to compare to NA50 because there exists a high-quality human reference 355 genome. Contig and scaffold lengths mostly increased with ascending sequencing coverage, 356 and at sufficient overall sequence coverage it did not matter much whether the increasing 357 coverage C was accomplished by increasing C R or C F . However, both contig and scaffold 358 accuracy decreased with increasing C. We also found, counterintuitively, that contig and 359 scaffold length mostly decreased with increasing fragment length, a phenomenon that may be 360 due to the specific implementation; however, until there is another assembler that can be 361 compared to Supernova2 it will not be possible to reason about this effect. In addition, intrinsic 362 properties of the genome matter greatly, as removal of repeats or lack of variation dramatically 363 improves assembly quality.
365
Diploid assembly is the appropriate approach for assembly of genomes of diploid organisms 366 that harbor variation. Therefore, an important metric to evaluate diploid assembly is the fraction 367 of the genome that is assembled in a diploid state. The short input fragment length of ܴ 368 resulted in roughly 20% less of the genome in a diploid state (<60% vs <80%) compared to the 369 other libraries of the same individual. This observation suggests that in addition to metrics such 370 as N50, evaluation of assembly quality should also include the fraction of the genome (or the 371 assembly) that is in a diploid state.
373
Cost-benefit analysis 374
Overall, we have attempted to give practical guidelines to assembly of 10x data with 375 Supernova2 and evaluate the performance across a wide range of metrics. Arguably, the metric 376 that matters most in the context of a personal genome is the discovery of variation that lower-377 cost approaches do not enable. We estimate that the cost increase over standard Illumina 378 sequencing is about 2x, given the 10X preparation cost and the higher level of sequence 379 coverage required. There may be many applications for which this combination of excellent 380 single nucleotide variant detection (via barcode-aware read mapping) and precise structural 381 variant discovery (via assembly), achieved by the same data set, is worth the price.
383
Comparison with hybrid assemblies 384
Hybrid assembly strategies have been applied successfully to produce human genome 385 assembly of long contiguity [13, 14, 41] . In these studies, long contigs are first produced by 386 single-molecule long-reads, such as PacBio (NG50=1.1Mb; [13]) or Nanopore (NG50=3.21Mb;
387
[14]) comparing favorably to our best results for Linked-Reads assemblies (NG50=236kb).
388
Scaffolding is then performed with complementary technologies such as BioNano to capture chromosomal level long-range information. It promoted the scaffold N50 of PacBio to 31.1Mb
390
[13] and Illumina mate-pair sequencing with 10x data to 33.5Mb [25] . Using SuperNova2, the 391 scaffold N50 from our studies reached ~27.86Mb ( ܴ ) on the basis of 10x data alone, 392 suggesting that 10x technology gives broadly comparable results at a fraction of the price of Additional files 404   Table S1 . Parameters of libraries prepared for NA12878 and NA24385.
405 Table S2 . Parameters used to generate linked-read sets for evaluating the impact of C F and C R 406 on assemblies.
407 Table S3 . Parameters used to generate linked-read sets for evaluating the impact of ߤ ி and 408 N F/P on assemblies.
409 Table S4 . Contig misassemblies and recovered transcripts of the six assemblies. (Table S5 ) by changing C F and C R ; B. simulated 485 linked-reads with matched parameters of real linked-read sets ( Table S2 ) by changing C F and 486 C R ; C. real linked-read sets ( Table S2 ) by changing C F and C R ; D. simulated linked-read sets 487 (Table S3 ) with different ܹ ߤ ி ; E. simulated linked-read sets with matched parameters (Table   488 S3) with real linked-read sets as C=56X; F. real linked-read sets with C=56X (Table S3 ). 
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516
Simulated Linked-Reads with predefined parameters (Table S2) 
525
C F was fixed to 300X in C and D; C R was fixed to 0.2X and C F was fixed to 300X in E and F. 526 527
